from this point an hundred forty years unto the finishing of transgression. 8. Of cutting
out of sins. 9. Making reconciliation for iniquity, by bringing in everlasting righteousness. 10. The whole was accomplished by the death of Christ, unto the sealing or finishing of the book of prophecy spoken in 11. (Ecclesiastes) that all of prophecies concerning the
future nation and the process of Apocatastasis, shall all be recorded there of Christ. 11. All the other great High Priest that is Christ.
12. All of which after the day of Atonement was called the High Priest under this covenant, 13. Of which all the blood of Christ was consecrated an eternal.
14. And all of these were sprinkling with his own blood. 15. There is a year of Atonement, if you will fall upon y
16. This last year of every week a sabbatical year to begin in autumn at
17. If you reckon the Jewish works of years not seven but the 20. Of Daniel seventy, 18. The fact having accordingly, the
19. This last year of every week a sabbatical year to begin in autumn at
20. If you reckon the Jewish works of years not seven but the 20. Of Daniel seventy, 18. The fact having accordingly, the
21. This last year of every week a sabbatical year to begin in autumn at
22. If you reckon the Jewish works of years not seven but the 20. Of Daniel seventy, 18. The fact having accordingly, the
23. This last year of every week a sabbatical year to begin in autumn at
2. A plate of Brass Plate 16
3. A Telescope Well
4. CD a movable Siderum turning about E. center C
5. To Well its principal bearing the degrees minutes & seconds
   of minutes on the 1st side of the plate 3. The center should be over
   of middle of 1 plate G. and

6. A speculum fixed on Plate Brass Plate 18
7. As near as may be to the Object of the Telescope so
8. As to be inclined 48° to the horizontal axis of the Telescope

9. To intercept half of the light with some other lam, comes through
10. The Telescope to your eye.

11. II another apertures parallel to former with its principal edge of
12. Which falls upon 48° to the right. you'll have the object one
13. But if the object is divided, the other will appear in two places
14. When the moon and the star are divided, the other will appear
15. In two places with distance. When the moon is seen at the
16. Distance of the moon from the star. You'll have the object of
17. The moon is seen at the right and of the star. As the moon passes,
18. The other will move in the place of the moon, and will move
19. Also as if they were really move. and in the at the end would
20. End near, and if not will move a little further.